
TOP 10 SECURITY GAPS 
YOU MAY NOT KNOW YOU HAVE!

STAY SAFE

A Security Firm That Prioritizes You!
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POOR LIGHTING

Although it’s easy to assume that more

lighting is better, bright lights can

create awkward contrasts and

shadows (creating a perfect hiding

spot) while simultaneously illuminating

everything else (enabling criminals to

see what they are looking for). For

lighting to help your security, you

need effective lighting, illuminating

what is needed, without creating too

many shadows, and still keeping what

needs to  be private unseen.
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Security Equipment is only as good as

its placement! Proper placement

requires planning and designing (much

like a blueprint of a house). Many

companies have security equipment, but

do not take the time to set it up in

locations that will actually be beneficial

OR pay professionals to properly install

the equipment.

Pro Tip: Not every location will be

illuminated, but many can be! Be sure to

install security cameras where they will

capture the most amount of activity, and

then have additional cameras to capture

the locations where others cannot.

SECURITY EQUIPMENT

WITH POOR EXECUTION09

When you are concerned about break-

ins, it might be tempting to cover your

windows and/or glass doors. But if your

business relies on foot traffic, this is a

major concern. Not only will this

obstruct the view of a potential buyer,

the more “locked down” the business

looks, the more uninviting the business

will feel. Thus your sales will suffer and it

will not be long until safety isn’t even

needed.

There are so many options for effective

window security such as glass with

window security film and glass-break

alarms.

OBSTRUCTED WINDOWS

OR GLASS DOORS08

Here in the United States, cargo theft

accounts for $15-$30 billion a year. And

that staggering statistic is only ONE of

the two major problems associated with

vendor drop off and pick up procedures.

The other is product tampering, for

example, planting explosives or

sabotage. 

Simply having and enforcing procedures

such as requiring all vendors to sign in

during deliveries can prevent criminals

from sneaking in unnoticed and causing

havoc.

VENDOR DROP OFF AND

PICK UP PROCEDURES07

$50 billion. The amount stolen

annually in United States by

employees

33% of business bankruptcies are

caused by employee theft.

Company culture and the willingness of

employees to comply with security

procedures and policies can be a major

weakness in a company’s

security!Horrifyingly enough, two stats

highlight the importance of company

culture & security: 

Having security procedures and policies

is smart. Requiring all of your employees

to follow these is smart. Not thinking

twice when one employee is weird or

uncomfortable with these… not smart.

Honest people will not be upset when

following procedures and policies.

COMPANY CULTURE06
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On the surface, RFID fobs and PACS might seem efficient and cost effective but many ofOn the surface, RFID fobs and PACS might seem efficient and cost effective but many of

these systems are simplistic to hack.these systems are simplistic to hack.  

A regular audit, or a supplemental security guard goes a long ways for helping elevateA regular audit, or a supplemental security guard goes a long ways for helping elevate

the security of these entry barriers. Without a security guard, there is no way to quicklythe security of these entry barriers. Without a security guard, there is no way to quickly

determine whether or not the person using an access code or card is indeed the persondetermine whether or not the person using an access code or card is indeed the person

who should be there during that time period.who should be there during that time period.

POOR KEY AND CREDENTIAL MANAGEMENT05
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What licensing are your guards required to carry?What licensing are your guards required to carry?  

What licensing do you as the firm carry?What licensing do you as the firm carry?  

What level of training do your guards receive prior to startingWhat level of training do your guards receive prior to starting

Does the client get a say in which guards work for them?Does the client get a say in which guards work for them?

How much do you pay your guards?How much do you pay your guards?  

If we have questions, how do we get in touch? Will we always have someone to talkIf we have questions, how do we get in touch? Will we always have someone to talk

to?to?  

If there are legal disputes, do your officers have legal representation?Are yourIf there are legal disputes, do your officers have legal representation?Are your

officers armed or unarmed?officers armed or unarmed?

Does your company keep a record of incident reports? How do we access them?Does your company keep a record of incident reports? How do we access them?

Does your company provide security and criminal analytics?Does your company provide security and criminal analytics?

Does your company provide GPS tracking on your officers?Does your company provide GPS tracking on your officers?

Does your company provide motion-based alerts?Does your company provide motion-based alerts?

When hiring an employee, it’s common to ask questions and thoroughly screen. TooWhen hiring an employee, it’s common to ask questions and thoroughly screen. Too

often that same level of scrutiny is not applied to vendors, like security firms. A few ofoften that same level of scrutiny is not applied to vendors, like security firms. A few of

our favorite questions to ask when hiring a security company include:our favorite questions to ask when hiring a security company include:

If the answers provided aren’t strong, it may be time to move on to the next firm onIf the answers provided aren’t strong, it may be time to move on to the next firm on

your list!your list!

NONEXISTENT OR UN-ENFORCED VISITOR POLICIES04
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What licensing are your guards

required to carry? 

What licensing do you as the firm

carry? 

What level of training do your guards

receive prior to starting

Does the client get a say in which

guards work for them?

How much do you pay your guards? 

If we have questions, how do we get

in touch? Will we always have

someone to talk to? 

If there are legal disputes, do your

officers have legal representation?

Are your officers armed or unarmed?

Does your company keep a record of

incident reports? How do we access

them?

Does your company provide security

and criminal analytics?

Does your company provide GPS

tracking on your officers?

Does your company provide motion-

based alerts?

When hiring an employee, it’s common

to ask questions and thoroughly screen.

Too often that same level of scrutiny is

not applied to vendors, like security

firms. A few of our favorite questions to

ask when hiring a security company

include:

If the answers provided aren’t strong, it

may be time to move on to the next firm

on your list!

NOT DOING RESEARCH

PRIOR TO HIRING A

SECURITY COMPANY.
02

Beyond poor lighting design (mentioned

above) there are additional physical

attributes that can aid criminals. Namely,

landscape or building designs with

multiple low visibility areas and

appearance. 

Landscape & Building Design: Glance

around the office or building. Are there

spots an intruder could high unnoticed?

Something as simple as a blind 90

degree angle can create a security

breach. A simply placed mirror provides

a better view & decreases risk of

unobserved intruders. 

Appearance: The appearance of a

building can transform opportunity in

the eyes of an intruder. An abandoned

and disheveled space, trash, graffiti, etc

will drive away legitimate prospective

clients, and encourage intruders to

approach with boldness. Simple changes

like mowing the lawn, cleaning up

graffiti, and encouraging clients &

employees to enjoy  the area goes a

long way in deterring crime. Avoid going

overboard. There is a difference

between an appealing entrance with a

few benches and the gardens at the

Palace of Versaille! Adding too much

decoration can create the ultimate

hiding spots!

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

MAY AID CRIMINALS.03
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Prioritizing CostPrioritizing Cost
Over NeedsOver Needs
When running a company, the bottom line is always in-mind,

and too often this leads companies to selecting least

expensive options for the sake of preserving the bottom line

temporarily. In security, this often backfires. Not that

choosing the most expensive option is always best, but there

is a fine line to prioritizing the right security firm.

Ultimately, it comes down to comparing apples to apples, and NOT letting price be the

determining factor. Look at what you need, do your research, and consider line items

like security guards making a livable wage.

(For example, guards making a liveable wage is hugely important. When they feel

valued by the company, their effort will reflect that. Additionally, if they are making a

liveable wage. They will be more interested in taking care of you.)

Having insufficient security can prevent companies from upgrading to better

security firms in the future. 

We had a potential client call us hoping to upgrade their security. Like many

businesses, they hired a company based on their rate (enticed by the $20/hour

fee for a security guard). 

Unfortunately, they got what they paid for. After murders and civil rights

violations, this company was entangled in nine major lawsuits. Unfortunately,

these lawsuits made it impossible for a decent insurance company to offer them

coverage. Since we go the extra mile for our clients, we never work with a

company unless our preferred, highly rated insurance companies provide

coverage. 

All in all, we were unable to sign them as a client, and they were stuck with their

"bargain" security company.

Example:

A Security Firm That Prioritizes You!


